Supplementary Methods

Bionomial test for the enrichment analysis of 353 coherently processed loci (CPL) at 5' UTR, 3' UTR, Exon and Intron
The p-value is computed in a similar way as done in 1 . The number out of 353 CPL (M) with which the CPL overlaps with a genomic region (5' UTR, 3' UTR, Exon and Intron) is compared with the frequency of overlaps that can be expected under the null model where each CPL is a dart thrown randomly onto the genome. If a genomic region covers a fraction P of the human genome (3 billion bases), then under the simple binomial model: each of the 353 CPL has probability P of overlapping a genomic locus. For 353 CPL, the expected number of overlapping CPL is µ = 353 * P , with a standard deviation σ = N * P * (1 − P )
We then calculate the p-value using the normal approximation of the binomial distribution, pnorm function in R where; P[X > x] = pnorm(M, µ, σ, lower.tail=F)
Binomial test for the enrichment analysis of 195 unannotated coherently processed loci (CPL) at the seven distinct chromatin states
The p-value is computed in a similar way as done in 1 . The number out of 195 unannotated CPL (M) with which the CPL overlaps with a chromatin state is compared with the frequency of overlaps that can be expected under the null model where each CPL is a dart thrown randomly onto the genome. If a chromatin state covers a fraction P of the human genome (3 billion bases), then under the simple binomial model: each of the 195 CPL has probability P of overlapping a chromatin state. For 195 CPL, the expected number of overlapping CPL is µ = 195 * P , with a standard deviation σ = N * P * (1 − P )
ENCODE genome segmentation tracks
We used the ENCODE genome segmentation tracks available from the UCSC table browser 2, 3 to study the enrichment of coherently processed loci at these genome segments. In these tracks, human genome has been divided into seven distinct chromatin states: a) Transcription start site (TSS) including promoter region, b) Promoter flanking (PF) region, c) Enhancer (E) region, d) Weak enhancer (WE) or open chromatin cis-regulatory element, e) CCCTC-Binding factor (CTCF) enriched element, f) Transcribed region (T); and, g) Repressed (R) or low activity regions. To determine these states, ChIP-seq data for eight chromatin marks (H3K27ac, H3K27me3, H3K36me3, H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H4K20me1 and an input control signal), the CTCF transcription factor marks, two DNase-seq assays and a FAIRE-seq assay was used to train two machine learning methods, ChromHMM 4 and Segway 5 , respectively. Both of these methods were then used to computationally predict the seven genome segments across six cell-lines (GM12878, H1-hESC, HeLa-S3, HepG2, HUVEC and K562). In this study, we have used the consensus for the predictions of the seven chromatin states from the two computational methods on each of the six cell lines.
Statistical tests
Significant difference between two distributions was assessed using the KolmogorovSmirnov test. This test is non-parametric statistical hypothesis test that compare two distributions based on the ranks of observations and, thus, does not require any assumptions on the type of distribution. Significance of enrichment was evaluated using Fisher's exact test, which test for a significant association between two different types of classification. dataset can also provide an estimate of cluster score that can be obtained just due to variation in the read profiles between the replicates. We observed distinct distributions of cluster score from the two datasets ( Figure S2 ). While the distribution of cluster scores computed using the Raz dataset is unimodal, a bimodal distribution is observed for all the three distributions of cluster scores computed using the ENCODE dataset. Based on the score distributions, we chose an empirical cut-off of ≥0.15 to define a locus as differentially processed. Furthermore, at a cut-off of 0.15, we predicted 38 (1%) out of 3,351 loci as differentially processed in the Raz dataset that is much less in comparison to 97 (14%) out of 701 loci predicted to be differentially processed in the ENCODE dataset (combined analysis of replicates).
Supplementary Results
Reproducibility of read profiles
To gain insight into the extent of reproducibility between read profiles from the replicates of RNA-seq experiments performed in the same as well as different laboratories, we analyzed six arbitrary selected short RNA-seq experiments downloaded from the GEO 6 . These experiments have been performed on four different tissues in same as well as different laboratories (Supplementary Table S5 ). Specifically, we computed alignment scores, using deepBlockAlign 7 , between read profiles from pairs of experiments arranged in four combinations (Supplementary Table S5 ):
• two experiments performed on the same tissue (biological replicates) in the same laboratory,
• two experiments performed on the different tissues in the same laboratory,
• two experiments performed on the same tissue in the different laboratories; and,
• two experiments performed on the different tissues in the different laboratories
We observed a significantly higher proportion of read profiles derived from the same tissues (both from the same and different laboratories) to have higher alignment scores in comparison to those read profiles derived from different tissues (Supplementary Figure S3) . The higher the alignment score, the more similar are the read profiles between the two experiments. Specifically, 95% of the read profiles compared between two experiments, performed on the same tissue in either same or different laboratory, obtained an alignment score above the empirical cutoff of ≥0.6 and ≥0.55, respectively. In contrast, a significantly lower percentage of 75% and 66% read profiles showed an alignment score of ≥0.6 and ≥0.55 between experiments performed on different tissues in the same and different laboratory, respectively (p-value<0.001, Fisher's exact test; Supplementary Table  S5) .
To complement, we also compared the consistency between the read profiles from the same tissue to those from different tissues, using both the biological replicates of the ENCODE dataset. We note that the read profiles from two different tissues at a locus can also be very similar 8 , however, the alignment scores between them can provide a conservative estimate of the consistency that can be observed between two randomly chosen read profiles. As shown in Supplementary Figure  S5D , the deepBlockAlign scores between same tissue read profiles are significantly higher in comparison to scores between read profiles from different tissues (p-value=7.9e-45, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Thus, our results suggest that read profile of a transcript is a reproducible phenomenon that by being more consistent between replicates of the same tissue often represents the processing mechanism of the host transcript. Also, the reproducibility between read profiles was not observed to be dependent upon their expression in the two replicates ( Figure S4 ).
Reproducibility of differential processing
Owing to the reproducibility of read profiles, we observed high correlation (R 2 ) between the cluster scores obtained from the independent and combined analysis of the replicates. Specifically, we compared the cluster scores obtained after the analysis of the two replicates (replicate 1 or 2 of nine cell lines) from the EN-CODE dataset independently against combining them together (Supplementary Figure S5A , B and C). Most DPL (marked by a red circle) were observed to have consistently high cluster scores in both set of comparisons. For the agreement between the predictions, we observed a sensitivity, specificity and Matthew's Correlation Coefficient (MCC) of 0.71, 0.92 and 0.59, respectively, for DPL identified on the combined and the independent analysis of replicate 1. Similar sensitivity, specificity and MCC of 0.71, 0.90 and 0.55, respectively were observed on the combined and the independent analysis of replicate 2 (Supplementary Table S6 ).
To compute the above mentioned performance measures, we compared the number of DPL identified upon the combined and the independent analysis of the replicates by creating two confusion or contingency matrices corresponding to the two sets of comparisons (combined against independent analysis of replicate 1 and combined against independent analysis of replicate 2). A confusion matrix is comprised of four numbers:
• the number of DPL identified in both the combined and the independent analysis as True Positives (TP),
• the number of DPL identified in the combined analysis only as False Negatives (FN),
• the number of DPL identified in the independent analysis only as False Positives (FP); and,
• the number of non-DPL identified in both the combined and the independent analysis as True Negatives (TN).
We considered the DPL identified on the combined analysis as TP due to the stringent criteria of requiring both the biological replicates of a read profile in the same cluster during the differential processing analysis (see methods). This requirement makes the results from the combined analysis more confident in comparison to those obtained on the independent analysis. Based on the two confusion matrices, we computed the sensitivity, specificity and mathew's correlation coefficient (MCC).
As shown in Supplementary Figure S5C , for some loci, we also observed inconsistent cluster scores characterized by the cluster score of ≥0.15 in only one of the two biological replicates. In total, out of 171 DPL predicted in either of the two replicates, 73 showed consistent cluster score and the remaining 98 were observed with inconsistent cluster scores. Figure 1D presents a representative example of a locus where we observed inconsistent cluster scores between the two replicates. The example illustrates a DPL encoding for a snoRNA and is characterized by two distinct set of read profiles, one having most of the expression from the 3' end and another having most of the expression from the 5' end. Almost all the read profiles are well consistent between the two biological replicates. However, due to the variable read profile in skin, inconsistent cluster scores of 0.19 and 0.14 were observed for replicate 1 and replicate 2, respectively. Also, the read profile from skin is inconsistently clustered (marked by different color of the tree branches) in the two replicates. Since our differential processing pipeline in its essence compares the relative expression and position of reads within a read profile, presence or absence of a few reads due to low sequencing depth in a cell line or biological variation between the replicates can lead to such discrepancies.
Indeed, the alignment scores between read profiles from the two biological replicates were significantly (p-value=0.005, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Supplementary Figure S5D ) higher for 73 loci where consistent cluster scores are observed in comparison to 98 loci exhibiting inconsistent cluster scores. Similarly, we observed significantly higher alignment scores for read profiles that clustered consistently in comparison to those that clustered inconsistently (p-value=6.8e-15, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Supplementary Figure S5D ) between the two biological replicates. This suggests that high variation in some read profiles between the two replicates can be attributed as the primary reason for inconsistency in both the cluster scores and clustering. We note that although variability in read profile leads to inconsistency in both cluster scores and clustering, no such clear relation is observed between cluster scores and clustering i.e. loci with consistent clusters can still exhibit inconsistent cluster scores between the replicates and vice-versa (Supplementary Figure S6) .
The effect of local sequence context on read profiles
Recent work have studied the effects of local sequencing context like GC% on the reproducibility of RNA-seq experiments 9, 10, 11 . The GC content and various dinucleotide frequencies related to GC content have been shown to influence the evenness of transcript coverage 12, 9 . We investigated the effect of local sequence context on DP by comparing the GC% and frequencies of mono-, di-and trinucleotides between 97 DPL and 23,047 background loci in the ENCODE dataset. A background locus is defined as a locus where a block group is observed in at least one replicate of the nine cell lines.
In supplementary figure S7 we show the density distribution of GC% between the two sets of loci. The two density distributions (differentially processed and background) were compared individually for each of the six bins of block group length (Supplementary Figure S7A-L) using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p-value<0.05. Similarly, we compared the density distribution of the 4 mono-, 16 di-and 64 trinucleotides between the background and DPL (Supplementary Figure S8 , S9 and S10). The 4 mono-, 16 di-and 64 tri-nucleotides are based on the requirement that each of these combinations can have one out of the four nucleotides (A, T, G and C) at each position. For both GC% and frequencies of mono-, di-and trinucleotides, we observed no significant difference (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p-value<0.05) in the density distribution of the nucleotides between DP and background loci.
Next, we measured any bias in the read count between the 5' and 3' ends of the block groups. We retrieved all the block groups from the ENCODE dataset and divided each block group into two halves, first starting from the 5' end to the mid point and second starting from the mid point till the 3' end. The mean read count per nucleotide position is computed for each half of the block groups. We observed no significant difference in the density distribution of the mean read count (log) between the two ends of the block groups (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p-value<0.05 and Supplementary Figure S11) .
Another form of bias has been suggested as the protocol-specific sequence bias where the read count at a particular nucleotide position depends on the sequencing protocol 13 . The authors in 13 have developed a bayesian network to correct for these biases, primarily in mRNA-seq protocols. Here, we used this method to correct for the bias at the 701 genomic loci analyzed in this study and measured the correlation between the cluster scores obtained before and after correcting for sequence bias. We observed a high spearman's rank correlation coefficent (R 2 ) of 0.8 between the cluster scores (Supplementary Figure S12) . Furthermore, 68 and 23 out of the 97 DPL identified previously, showed a cluster score higher than or close to 0.15 (threshold for identifying differentially processed loci), respectively. In conclusion, none of the analyses suggest that various sequence features affect the transcript coverage for the DPL candidates.
Effect of differential expression on differential processing
We analyzed 97 DPL identified on combined analysis of the ENCODE dataset for differential expression using R package, DESeq. DESeq is a method based on negative binomial distribution to identify differential expression between multiple replicates of two experimental conditions 14 . For each DPL with one or more clusters, we compared the absolute read count of block groups within a cluster with the rest of the block groups. We consider the block groups within a cluster as replicates from one experimental condition and the rest of the block groups as replicates from another experimental condition. DESeq computes a p-value and the fold-change in the expression that suggests the extent of differential expression between the two experimental conditions i.e. expression of block groups within a cluster and outside the cluster. Of the 97 loci, we observed only one locus where read profiles within a cluster are differentially expressed from those outside the cluster (p-value<0.01, adjusted by Benjamini-Hochberg procedure). This suggests that the DP observed at these loci can not be attributed to the difference in absolute or relative expression between the cell lines exhibiting distinct profiles. Figure S1 : Processing of mapped reads to define block groups or read profiles. Block groups are defined using blockbuster 15 , which assigns two reads to the same locus when they are separated by <50 nt, followed by diving consecutive reads at each locus into read blocks. Thus, a block group essentially contains one or more read blocks and each of its position represents the number of mapped reads, which ultimately defines its expression profile (read profile). 
Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure S4:
The relation between the extent of reproducibility in read profiles and their expression from the two biological replicates of ENCODE dataset. The extent of reproducibility is measured between two read profiles (replicate 1 and 2) from the same cell line at 701 genomic loci using deepBlockAlign. deepBlockAlign computes an alignment score between two read profiles 7 . A high score suggests more similarity between two read profiles (x-axis). No positive correlation (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, R 2 = -0.13) is observed between the reproducibility of read profiles and their expression (mean of the expression from the two replicates; y-axis), suggesting it being independent of the amount of reads constituting a read profile. Figure S5 : Reproducibility in differential processinng measured upon independent and combined analysis of the two biological replicates from the ENCODE dataset. A) high correlation of 0.8 (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, R 2 , p-value=3.2e-158) is observed between the cluster scores from independent analysis of replicate 1 and combined analysis of both replicates (all). Similar high correlation of 0.78 (p-value=3.9e-147) and 0.73 (p-value=4.6e-116) is also observed from analysis between replicate 2 and all (B) and replicate 1 and replicate 2 (C), respectively. Cluster scores for differentially processed loci (DPL) are marked in red. D) The cumulative frequency distribution of alignment scores between read profiles from the two biological replicates, computed using deepBlockAlign. The alignment score between read profiles from same cell line is significantly higher in comparison to the scores between read profiles from two different cell lines (p-value=7.9e-45, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Also, the alignment score between read profiles that cluster consistently is significantly higher as compared to those read profiles which clustered inconsistently between the two biological replicates (p-value=6.8e-15, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). This suggests that although read profiles from the two replicates of same cell line are significantly more coherent in comparison to the read profiles from different cell line, there exists a level of biological variation between the read profiles from the two replicates that leads to inconsistency in cluster scores. Here, the alignment score between read profiles from two different cell lines provide a conservative estimate of alignment score that can be expected between two random read profiles. Relation between number of cell lines that clustered consistently at a locus with the absolute difference in cluster score between the two biological replicates for 171 differentially processed loci identified either in replicate 1 or replicate 2 of ENCODE dataset. No clear relation is observed between inconsistent clustering and cluster scores as evident from the observation that loci with consistent clusters can also exhibit inconsistent cluster scores and vice-versa. Density distribution of GC% between the loci where expression is observed in atleast one of the N cell lines (background) and differentially processed loci. The two density distributions were compared individually for each of the 12 bins of block group length (A-L) using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p-value < 0.01. We observed no significant difference in the GC% between the differentially processed and background loci suggesting that differential processing identified at a locus is not effected by the technical artifacts imposed during the sequencing process by the GC content of a transcript. Supplementary Figure S8 : Density distribution of four mononucleotides between the loci where expression is observed in atleast one of the N cell lines (background) and differentially processed loci. The two density distributions were compared individually for each of the six bins of block group length (A-F) using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p-value < 0.01. We observed no significant difference in the mononucleotide content between the differentially processed and background loci suggesting that differential processing identified at a locus is not effected by the technical artifacts imposed during the sequencing process by the mononucleotide content of a transcript. TAA  TAT  TAG  TAC  TTA  TTT  TTG  TTC  TGA  TGT  TGG  TGC  TCA  TCT  TCG  TCC  GAA  GAT  GAG  GAC  GTA  GTT  GTG  GTC  GGA  GGT  GGG  GGC  GCA  GCT  GCG  GCC ATA  ATT  ATG  ATC  AGA  AGT  AGG  AGC  ACA  ACT  ACG  ACC  TAA  TAT  TAG  TAC  TTA  TTT  TTG  TTC  TGA  TGT  TGG  TGC  TCA  TCT  TCG  TCC  GAA  GAT  GAG  GAC  GTA  GTT  GTG  GTC  GGA  GGT  GGG  GGC  GCA  GCT  GCG  GCC  CAA  CAT  CAG  CAC  CTA  CTT  CTG  CTC  CGA  CGT  CGG  CGC  CCA  CCT  CCG AAG  AAC  ATA  ATT  ATG  ATC  AGA  AGT  AGG  AGC  ACA  ACT  ACG  ACC  TAA  TAT  TAG  TAC  TTA  TTT  TTG  TTC  TGA  TGT  TGG  TGC  TCA  TCT  TCG  TCC  GAA  GAT  GAG  GAC  GTA  GTT  GTG  GTC  GGA  GGT  GGG  GGC  GCA  GCT  GCG  GCC  CAA  CAT  CAG  CAC  CTA  CTT  CTG  CTC  CGA  CGT  CGG  CGC  CCA  CCT  CCG AAG  AAC  ATA  ATT  ATG  ATC  AGA  AGT  AGG  AGC  ACA  ACT  ACG  ACC  TAA  TAT  TAG  TAC  TTA  TTT  TTG  TTC  TGA  TGT  TGG  TGC  TCA  TCT  TCG  TCC  GAA  GAT  GAG  GAC  GTA  GTT  GTG  GTC  GGA  GGT  GGG  GGC  GCA  GCT  GCG  GCC  CAA  CAT  CAG  CAC  CTA  CTT  CTG  CTC  CGA  CGT  CGG  CGC  CCA  CCT  CCG AAG  AAC  ATA  ATT  ATG  ATC  AGA  AGT  AGG  AGC  ACA  ACT  ACG  ACC  TAA  TAT  TAG  TAC  TTA  TTT  TTG  TTC  TGA  TGT  TGG  TGC  TCA  TCT  TCG  TCC  GAA  GAT  GAG  GAC  GTA  GTT  GTG  GTC  GGA  GGT  GGG  GGC  GCA  GCT  GCG  GCC  CAA  CAT  CAG  CAC  CTA  CTT  CTG  CTC  CGA  CGT  CGG  CGC  CCA  CCT  CCG Supplementary Figure S10: Density distribution of sixty-four trinucleotides between the loci where expression is observed in atleast one of the N cell lines (background) and differentially processed loci. The two density distributions were compared individually for each of the six bins of block group length (A-F) using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p-value < 0.01. We observed no significant difference in the trinucleotide content between the differentially processed and background loci suggesting that differential processing identified at a locus is not effected by the technical artifacts imposed during the sequencing process by the trinucleotide content of a transcript. end of the all block groups in ENCODE dataset. Each block group is divided into two halves, first starting from the 5' end to the mid point and second, from the mid point till the 3' end. Mean read count per nucleotide position is computed for each half of the block groups. We observed no significant difference in the density distribution of the mean read count (log) between the two ends of the block groups (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p-value<0.05). This suggests that there is no bias in the arrangement of reads relative to the 5' and 3' ends of the block groups. 
B)
Differentially processed loci (97) Cluster score (corrected for sequence bias) Supplementary Figure S12: Effect of the RNA-seq protocol bias per nucleotide position on the cluster scores. Any potential protocol bias is computed using seqbias, a R package that correct the frequency of mapped reads at each nucleotide position using a simple graphical model 13 . A) The cluster scores obtained after the analysis of 701 loci using our differential processing pipeline. The analysis is performed for read profiles at each of the 701 loci before and after correcting for sequence bias. We observed a high spearman's rank correlation of 0.8 suggesting that our pipeline is robust towards any potential sequence bias introduced during the RNA-seq experiments. b) Almost all of the 97 differentially processed loci identified upon the analysis of 701 loci showed a cluster score higher than or close to 0.15 (threshold for identifying differentially processed loci) after correcting for sequence bias. 16 tRNA genes where most reads are processed from the 5' end, albeit a smaller fraction of reads are also processed from the 3' end. E) The read profile coverage for 13 rRNA genes where most reads are processed from the 3' end of the gene. The position bias in the arrangement of reads from snoRNA, tRNA and rRNA is consistent with the findings of a recent study where these ncRNAs have been shown to asymmetrically produce small RNA fragments either from the 5' or 3' end 16 . Figure S14 : An example of differential processing observed using total RNA-seq data 17 . We observed two distinct set of read profiles at the 3' UTR of RABEP1 gene (bottom) across 11 human tissues (inset). While the expression corresponding to intron (blue thin line between two think lines) is predominant in six tissues (Adipose, Liver, Lung, Ovary, Spleen and Testes), it is negligible in rest of the five tissues (Colon, Heart, Hypothalamus, Kidney, Skeletal muscle). The height of read profiles have same scale in all 11 tissues. The example supports the expression of an alternate splice form of the transcript comprised of the intronic region in six tissues where it is expressed. Indeed, the latest Ensembl annotation (red) supports the existence of such an alternate form of the transcript. Also shown are all isoforms of RABEP1 gene as per RefSeq annotation (below) along with a pointer to the position in 3' UTR (dotted lines) where the differential processing is observed. An example of differential processing observed using total RNA-seq data 17 . We observed distinct set of read profiles at a genomic region partially overlapping with a pusedogene annotated by Ensembl. All the read profiles are at the same scale. where block groups are observed in all the cell lines under study, we determine if a block group is missing a read block. This can happen due to the fixed cut-off of 10% that we used to consider the expression of a block with respect to its parent block groups as significant (see methods in the manuscript). B) If missing, all the blocks at a locus (L) are arranged in the order of their start position and length such that blocks with lowest start position and length are placed first. A unique coordinate is initialized corresponding to the coordinate of first block group (lowest start position). Next, for each consecutive block starting from the lowest start position, the percentage overlap with the next closely spaced block is computed. If the overlap is ≥ 90%, the end position of the overlapping block is set as the end position of the unique coordinate, otherwise a new unique coordinate is initialized. C) For each of the unique coordinate identified, a dummy read with expression one is placed followed by retrieving all the reads that are mapped within this coordinate from the mapped read file. Table S3 : Nine miRNAs that are observed to exhibit arm switching (differentially processed). Five of these miRNA have also been shown to be arm switched in earlier studies (three in human and two in mouse). a Cluster score is a measure of differential processing at a locus that lies between 0 and 1, b The organism and the tissues in which the arm switching has previously been reported. Table S7 : Distinct frequency of the 'short and precise' block groups between 353 Coherently Processed Loci (CPL) and rest of the 348 loci that are analyzed for differential processing using the ENCODE dataset, respectively. Most block groups from CPL were observed to be short and precisely processed (Fisher's exact test). Figure S1 ), c block groups overlapping with annotated ncRNAs, d size factor computed for each cell line to normalize the read counts with respect to the variable sequencing depth (Equation 3 in the manuscript).
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Graphical plots of 158 annotated coherently processed loci (CPL)
Please click here to download graphical plots of 158 annotated CPL as a single pdf file.
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